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Abstract
In this paper, a fast and memory efficient version of set partitioned embedded block
(SPECK) image coder is proposed. Due to use of linked lists, SPECK algorithm, requires
large run-time memory, making it unsuitable for memory constrained portable multimedia
devices and WMSN’s. The proposed coder replace linked list with fixed size static memory, to
keep track of set partitions and coding information and use few markers to facilitate coding.
Elimination of linked lists also reduces the memory access time and time involved in addition
/deletion in memory, thereby making it faster than the original SPECK. Simulation results
show that the proposed algorithm outperforms SPECK image coder in terms of memory
requirement while retaining the coding efficiency and scalability property of the original
SPECK. Proposed coder requires 0.75 bit per pixel state memory which is 9.38 % of the
memory required to store the image. Therefore proposed NLSK coder is suitable for resource
constrained portable hand held devices and WMSN’s.
Keywords: Image compression, wavelet image coder, SPECK, Listless image coder,
memory efficient image coder, Block based coding

1. Introduction
Use of image communication through wireless networks, using handheld mobile/ portable
multimedia devices is increasing day by day. Also Wireless multimedia sensor network
(WMSN’s) require image transmission among its nodes and hubs over bandwidth limited
wireless channels. However, these devices are constrained in terms of processing memory,
battery life and processing power, and the real time transmission of images through these
devices over wireless channels require an embedded (bit rate scalable) image compression
algorithm that is not only efficient, but also requires minimal resources (processing memory,
computational power and battery lifetime [1-5].
Among the available state of art image coders, JPEG2000 [6] and EBCOT [7] coders have
increased computational complexity and has limited embedded property, while wavelet based
zero tree coders [8-10] and zero block coders [11-14] are fully embedded coders with reduced
complexity but with higher processing memory requirement. Among the wavelet based
coders, set partitioning in hierarchal trees (SPIHT) [9] and set partitioning embedded block
coder (SPECK) [12] coders are most suitable coders for resource constrained handheld
devices and WMSN’s [4, 15]. Both coders use data dependent list (dynamic state memory) to
keep track of coefficients/block/sets are to be tested for their insignificance in coding process.
Use of continuously growing data dependent lists in these coders not only result in variable
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and large memory requirement, but also necessitate the need for memory management as the
list nodes are added, deleted, or moved from one list to another. This also results in
significant increase in coding time due to multiple accesses of memory and memory
management. For high resolution images or high bit rate coding of images using portable
devices with limited resources (memory, computational power), these problems become more
severe. As SPECK uses only two lists compared to three lists of SPIHT, SPECK coder is fast
and requires less memory than SPHIT while coding efficiency is at par with SPIHT.
Wavelet based coders achieve compression by transformation of image using wavelet
transform in a sub band structure and encoding of bit planes by aggregating a large number of
insignificant coefficients either in form of zero-trees or zero-blocks and use linked-list
(dynamic state memory) to keep track of sets and coefficients to be tested for their
significance. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of wavelet based set partitioning coders.
These coders require memory for wavelet transformation and use state memory in form of
various lists to store state of sets and coefficients during coding.

Figure1. Block Diagram of Wavelet based Bit Plane (set partitioning) Coders
Various listless versions of zero tree and zero block coders [16-20] have been suggested by
researchers. These coders avoid use of variable and data dependent lists by using fixed size
state table or markers. The markers are placed in state memory and are updated as per
partitioning decisions in the coding process. Though these coder use fixed size memory, the
memory requirement of theses coders are significantly high for low memory applications. The
listless implementation of SPIHT coder NLS [17], uses 4 bit per coefficient marker,
implementation in [18] uses 3 bit per coefficient marker, while listless versions of SPECK
algorithm, LSK [19] uses 2 bit per coefficient marker, MLSK [20] uses 1 bit per coefficient
marker to keep track of blocks/ trees and coefficients to be tested for significance in coding
process, which is 128 KB, 96 KB, 64 KB and 32 KB respectively for a 512x512 image.
In this paper, we propose a no list version of SPECK algorithm for efficient coding of
wavelet transformed images that uses 0.75 bit per coefficient state memory to keep track of
blocks and coefficients to be tested for their significance. The proposed algorithm is referred
as No List SPECK coder (NLSK) due to the obvious reasons.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the overview of SPECK and LSK
algorithm. Section 3 presents the proposed NLSK algorithm including the linear indexing
scheme. Simulation results and related discussions are presented in Section 4 and finally the
paper is concluded in Section 5.
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2. Overview of SPECK and LSK Algorithm
SPECK [12] coder exploits intra sub band correlation of wavelet transform coefficients. It
is bit plane coding algorithm and each pass comprises; sorting, and refinement. It uses two
linked lists: list of insignificant sets (LIS) and list of significant pixels (LSP). The coding
algorithm initializes with defining initial threshold, which depends on the maximum value in
the wavelet coefficients (chosen as a power of two: T =2n, where n is bit plane number). List
Then, the LIS is initialized with set (block) of type S which is the root of the pyramid (LL-sub
band), and a set of type  which is the remaining part of the image. LSP is initialized empty.
In the sorting pass, the algorithm proceeds by testing the significance of type S blocks with
the threshold and significance is encoded. If a set S is found to be significant, it is partitioned
by using quad partitioning scheme. Significant set is partitioned into four equal sets;
significant set is removed from LIS wile newly formed sets are added to LIS. A set of size
1x1 corresponds to single coefficient, and when a coefficient is found significant for the first
time, corresponding sign bit is also coded and coefficient is send to LSP.
After processing the S sets of LIS, set  is tested for significance. If a set  is found to be
significant, it is partitioned by yet another partitioning scheme, called the octave band
partitioning. Significant  set is partitioned into four sets: three sets of type S and one of type
 which is of reduced size. The size of each of these three S sets is the same as that of the
chopped portion of mage resulting in I set. The significant I set is removed from LIS while
newly formed sets are added to LIS. The octave band partitioning scheme exploits the
hierarchical pyramidal structure of the sub band decomposition, and in this way, regions that
are likely to contain significant pixels are grouped into relatively smaller sets and processed
first, while regions that are likely to contain insignificant pixels are grouped into a large set.
Once the set  is partitioned by the octave band partitioning method, the three S sets are
processed in the regular image-scanning order, after which the newly formed reduced I set is
processed. Once all sets in LIS have been processed for a particular threshold, the refinement
pass is initiated which refines the quantization of the pixels in the LSP, i.e., those pixels that
had tested significant during the previous sorting passes. The threshold is then reduced by a
factor of two and the sequence of sorting and refinement passes is repeated for sets in the LIS
against this lower threshold. For processing the sets in LIS, the sets are processed in
increasing order of their size. The whole process is repeated until the desired bit rate is
achieved.
Though SPECK is an efficient algorithm with reduced computational complexity than
SPIHT, use of data dependent list (LIS and LSP) requires large run time data dependent
memory and also adds to the computational complexity due to multiple accesses of memory
and addition / deletion of nodes in memory. This limits application of SPECK coder in
memory constrained environment such as handheld multimedia devices and WMSN’s.
Listless SPECK (LSK) [19] is listless implementation of SPECK but it does not use I
partition. State information of coefficient /block is kept in a fixed size array, with two bits per
coefficient of image to enable fast scanning of the bit planes. In LSK, efficient skipping of
blocks of insignificant coefficients is accomplished using a recursive zigzag image indexing
scheme (linear indexing). Instead of indexing the array coefficients using two indices, twodimensional array is converted in to a one-dimensional array using linear indexing. The
following markers are placed in the 2 bit per coefficient state table mark, to keep track of the
set partitions.
MIP : The pixel is significant or untested for this bit-plane.
MNP : The pixel is newly significant and will not be refined for this bit-plane.
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MSP : The pixel is significant and will be refined in this bit plane.
MS2 : The block of size 2×2, i.e., 4 elements to be skipped.
MS2 markers are successively used to skip 4×4 block, 8×8 block . . . and so on.
LSK is listless implementation of SPECK coder where state information of coefficient /
block is kept in a fixed size array, with two bits per coefficient. For a 512×512 image
decomposed to 5 levels, the memory required for markers is 64 KB while for image size of
1024 x 1024, the memory required for markers is 256 KB. For memory constrained
environment such as handheld multimedia devices and WMSN’s the amount of memory
required is significantly higher. Also LSK does not use I sets of SPECK thereby generating
more bits in earlier passes.

3. Proposed NLSK Algorithm
The proposed NLSK algorithm is a novel implementation of SPECK algorithm where state
of sets during coding are stored in a fixed size of static memory. It uses dyadic wavelet
transform with lifting scheme, which is a fast implementation of conventional wavelet
transform and reduces memory requirement of the transform. The transformed image is then
converted into linear index [16, 21]. The algorithm achieves functionalities of LIS and LSP
are obtained by using small fixed size memory. The concept of linear indexing and detailed
algorithm are discussed below.
3.1. Linear Indexing
The linear indexing allows transformation of two dimensional arrays into one dimensional
array using Z scan order. Let wavelet transform of a (M x M) square image be {Ci,j}, and let r
and c be the row and column indices of a particular wavelet coefficient. The linear index i of
transformed image {Ci}, varying in the range of 0 to M2-1, can be obtained by simply
interleaving the bits of binary representation of r and c.

Figure 2. Linear Indexing for a 16x16 Image with 3-level DWT
The linear indexing scheme allows enlisting coefficients of sub bands consecutively in
their wavelet coefficients pyramidal structure. Linear indexing efficiently supports the
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operations on coefficient positions, needed for tree-based/block-based algorithms with one
operation instead of two. Figure 2 shows linear indexing of an 16x16 image with three level
dyadic transform in Z scan order.
3.2. NLSK Algorithm
Consider an zero mean square image X of size (M, M) and M=2m, that after L level of
dyadic Lifting wavelet transform is read into the linear array {Ci}, using linear indexing of
Mpix=4m coefficients. The transformed image {Ci}, exhibit a hierarchical pyramidal structure.
The LL- band (root set) has Mpix/4L coefficients. NLSK uses set partitioning scheme of
SPECK algorithm, the functionalities of LIS and LSP are obtained in NLSK by using a fixed
size state memory ‘SB’(State of Blocks) to keep track of blocks of size 4 (2x2 blocks) to be
tested for their significance.
The state memory SB of size Mpix/4 maps all possible nodes blocks of size 4 (2x2 block)
and each element of SB stores state of the mapped block. States and its meaning are listed
below.
‘0’ :
MIB :
MI :
MNB :
MSB :

This node is not the beginning of any block set and is part of a larger block
This node (representing the beginning of block) is untested for this bit plane.
This node is beginning of a I set
This block of size 4 represented by the node is found significant in current pass.
This block of size 4 represented by the node is found significant in previous passes
and may also contain insignificant coefficient along with the refinement coefficient.
MRB : All coefficients of this block of size 4 represented by the node has been found
significant in previous passes and require refinement.
The encoder algorithm shown by Figure 3 is performed for each bit plane n starting with
threshold T=2n and decrementing up to 0 or until a bit budget is achieved. Significance
function used in NLSK algorithm is given in equation (1). Significance of a block B against a
threshold T= 2n is given as,

( C i )  2T
1, if T  max
iB
S n ( B)  
......
0, if
max ( C i )  T

iB


(1)

The algorithm begins with initialization of fixed size memory ‘SB’ of Npix/4 elements with
SB(0) set as MIB and SB(Npix/4(L+1)) set as MI and rest elements set as zero. Threshold is
initialized as T=2n, where n is the highest bit plane number. Each pass of proposed NLSK
algorithm consists of sorting pass and refinement pass.
In sorting pass, algorithm begins scanning state of elements of SB. SB(k)=’MIB’, indicates
a S block. The size of S block is determined by counting the consecutive elements of SB
(representing blocks of size 4) whose state is ‘0’. The S block is tested against threshold and
its significance is encoded. An insignificant S block is skipped and SB index is incremented
accordingly. A significant block is partitioned using quad partition scheme by setting the
corresponding elements of SB as ‘MIB”. Then quad block is tested against threshold. A
significant block is quad partitioned till a block of size 4 (2x2 block) is reached. For a
significant block of size 4, its state is updated as ‘MNB’ and each coefficient of the block is
tested against threshold and its significance is encoded. If a coefficient is found significant, its
sign bit is encoded.
For SB(k)= MI, the corresponding I set is tested for significance and its significance is
encoded. If I set is found insignificant, the sorting pass ends, A significant I set is partitioned
by octave band partitioning and is effected by setting states of new S sets as ‘MIB’ in SB ,and
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the reduced I set if it exists, then state of new I set in the corresponding element of SB is set
as ‘MI’. Then the testing of newly formed S blocks are done as explained above.
SB(k)=’ MSB’ indicates that the corresponding block has been found significant in previous
passes It also indicates that, it contains coefficient requiring refinement and may contain
coefficient requiring significance testing. The coefficient requiring refinement (whose
magnitude is less than twice of threshold) is skipped and significance of other coefficients are
encoded. If the coefficient is found to be significant, its sign bit is encoded. After all S blocks
and I blocks are coded, the sorting pass ends and refinement pass begins.

Figure 3. Pseudo-code of NLSK Algorithm
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In refinement pass all the element of state memory SB are scanned. State’ MNB’ indicates
that the corresponding block of size 4 has been found significant in this bit plane and will not
require refinement in this bit plane. The state of block is changed to ‘MSB’. The state ‘MRB’
indicates that all the four coefficients of the block has been found significant in previous
passes and refinement bit are encoded, For block with State ‘MSB’, coefficient requiring
refinement (whose magnitude is greater than twice of threshold), the refinement bit is
encoded. If refinement bits are set for all the elements of the block, then state of the block is
changed to ‘MRB’.
The proposed NLSK coder is symmetrical and the decoder of NLSK follows the same
overall procedure as the encoder with some low-level changes. To decode, use input instead
of output, and set the bits and sign of coefficients. The decoder performs mid-tread dequantization for coefficients that are not fully decoded.
As proposed NLSK use the same set structures and partitioning rules as that of SPECK
coder, each coder produces the exact same output bits in each pass, though in a different order.
The reordering of bit stream occurs because SPECK performs significance tests roughly
breadth first while NLSK, like LSK coder, performs the significance tests strictly breadth first.
Thus for the NLSK slight degradation of PSNR of decoded image may occur, compared to
that of original SPECK, if bit budget is exhausted in the middle of a bit plane as bit budget
will also be used in refinement thereby reducing the new significant pixels identified.
However, at the end of sorting pass, NLSK encodes same information as that of SPECK.
Thus the NLSK generates embedded bit stream with progressive transmission and by using
small size fixed state memory, thereby significantly reducing the computational cost involved
in multiple memory access and addition and deletion in dynamic state memory or appending
the markers in static lists.
3.3 State Memory Requirement
In this section, we compare the static memory requirement of proposed NLSK coder with
LSK and SPECK coder. SPECK use two linked list to store the state information of
coefficients/ blocks during coding there by requires a data dependent state memory (dynamic
memory) that also necessitates need of memory management. The proposed NLSK coder uses
a fixed size static memory to store state information of blocks to facilitate encoding. Here the
memory required for storing the state information in NLSK and LSK and SPECK are
estimated. The required memory size for NLSK and LSK is fixed while for SPECK coder, it
depends on the number of entries in the corresponding lists; LIS and LSP.
In SPECK, LIS is implemented by using multiple lists depending on the size of the block
including a single coefficient. The list LSP contains the address of significant coefficient. Let
NLIS = Total number of block in LIS
NLSP = Number of nodes in LSP
b

= Number of bits to store addressing information

Then, the total required memory size (due to linked lists) in SPECK is given by
MSPECK ={b(NLIS + NLSP) }

bits

(2)

LSK uses a fixed size static memory mark of size equal that of coefficients array to store state
of each node. Only two bit markers are used to define a node state. For a image size (M x M),
memory required for LSK is
MLSK=2M2

bits

(3)
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The proposed NLSK uses a static memory SB of size equal to one fourth of coefficients array
to store state of a node (a 2 x2 block of block of 4 coefficients). Only three bits are used to
define a node state. For an image size (M x M), state memory required for NLSK coder is
MNLSK=3M2/4

bits

(4)

For SPECK coder, in worst case all the coefficients may be in either LIS or in LSP. Therefore,
for an image size of 512x512, worst case state memory required for SPECK is 576 KB, for
LSK it is 64 KB and for proposed NLSK coder it is only 24 KB. Therefore the proposed
NLSK coder (No list implementation of SPECK) is memory efficient and requires small fixed
size state memory in comparison to other implementation LSK.
3.4 Computational Complexity
Proposed NLSK coder is no list implementation of SPECK coder. In SPECK algorithm,
quad partitioning / octave partitioning results in addition of four new entries, deletion of one
previous entry in LIS, and also necessitates memory management. In addition multiple access
of linked list adds to the computation complexity. Proposed NLSK coder and LSK coder use
a fixed size static memory to keep track of set partitioning resulting in complexity reduction
of appending of memory, multiple accesses of memory and memory management. In
comparison to LSK, proposed coder records state of blocks of size 4 (2x2 block) instead of
coefficients (1x1 block) thereby reducing the computational cost involved in memory access
approximately by one fourth. Though in significant block of size 4 in which all the four
coefficients are not found significant, coefficients are compared with threshold and twice of
threshold. However the computation cost involved in two comparisons (for block with state
MSB) is quite less than the saving of computational cost involved in multiple memory access.
Therefore the proposed NLSK coder is fast in comparison to LSK and SPECK.

4. Simulation Results
The coding efficiency, memory requirement, of the NLSK coder is evaluated and
compared with SPECK, and LSK coder on many grey scale classical test images (8 bits/pixel).
A dyadic wavelet decomposition of five levels using bi-orthogonal 4.4 filters with lifting
scheme is used to transform the images. Floating point, transform coefficients are quantized
to the nearest integers, and read into the linear array using linear indexing. All the coders are
simulated using MATLAB and executed on a PC with Intel CPU T 2080 @ 1.73 GHz having
512 MB RAM. All the coders are implemented without arithmetic or context based coding.
The test images are binary encoded once up to the last bit plane and are decoded at different
bit rates from the same embedded bit-stream.
4.1 Coding Efficiency
Coding efficiency of proposed NLSK coder for image ‘LENA’ is compared with SPECK
and LSK coder and the plot of coding efficiency, measured in terms of peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR) versus bit rate is given in Figure 4. It can be observed from the figure that
coding efficiency of the NLSK is similar (slightly higher) to that of LSK. It should be noted
that at the end of each bit plane coding gain obtained in NLSK and SPECK coders are
identical, while for bit rates somewhere in middle of a bit plane (pass), the efficiency of
NLSK is slightly lower than that of SPECK. This is because NLSK strictly breadth first
search while SPECK does roughly breadth first search and process smaller sets first, resulting
in slight reduction of PSNR for bitrates in the mid of bit plane. It can be also observed that
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reduction of PSNR of NLSK with respect to SPECK in middle of bit plane is less for lower
bit rates.
The coding efficiency of Proposed NLSK, SPECK, and LSK coder for various classical
test images are given in Table 1. It can be observed from the table that PSNR of NLSK coder
is at par with SPECK (slightly lower at some points). The maximum reduction of PSNR with
SPECK is 0.3 dB for CAMERAMAN, and 0.4 dB for LENA, LOSTLAKE, MAN. The
reduction in coding gain at some points is due to bits reordering in proposed NLSK for bit
rates exhausted in middle of a pass. In comparison to LSK coder, PSNR of proposed NLSK
coder is slightly higher. The increment of PSNR with LSK is 0.08 dB for CAMERAMAN,
LENA, 0.15 dB for LOSTLAKE, and 0.01 dB for MAN. This gain is because if use of I block
in NLSK. In early passes use of I block result in saving of several bits resulting in gain of
PSNR of NLSK.

Figure 4. PSNR vs Bit rate for NLSK, SPECK and LSK for LENA (512x512)
Table 1. Coding Efficiency of Proposed NLSK, LSK and SPECK Coder
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The visual performances of NLSK coder and SPECK and LSK coder are shown in Figure
5 for the classical test images at o.125 bit per pixel. In subjective evaluation, the
reconstructed images appear to be similar for all the coders.
CAMERAMAN
(256x256)

LENA
(512x512)

LOSTLAKE
(512x512)

MAN
(512x512)

ORIGINAL
.

NLSK

SPECK

LSK

Figure 5. Decoded Images for NLSK, SPECK and LSK at 0.125 bit per pixel
4.2 State Memory Requirement
The memory requirements of proposed NLSK, SPECK and LSK coder are compared in
Table 2 for classical test images of different sizes. SPECK coder requires data dependent
variable (dynamic) state memory which depend on the bit rate for a typical image, while LSK
and proposed NLSK coder uses fixed size static memory. It can be observed from the table
that proposed NLSK coder outperforms others in respect of processing (state) memory. LSK
require 2 bit per coefficient static memory while NLSK require 0.75 bit per coefficient (3 bit
per block of 4 coefficient) to store state information .
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Table 2. State Memory Requirement (KB)
CAMERAMAN (256x256) LENA (512x512)
NLSK SPECK LSK NLSK SPECK LSK
0.05 6.0
2.6
16.0 24.0 10.3 64.0
0.1
6.0
5.4
16.0 24.0 23.0 64.0
0.2
6.0
11.5
16.0 24.0 46.7 64.0
0.3
6.0
13.8
16.0 24.0 58.4 64.0
0.4
6.0
20.0
16.0 24.0 87.9 64.0
0.5
6.0
25.0
16.0 24.0 88.5 64.0
0.6
6.0
25.2
16.0 24.0 113.5 64.0
0.7
6.0
30.0
16.0 24.0 147.0 64.0
0.8
6.0
36.8
16.0 24.0 182.7 64.0
0.9
6.0
42.1
16.0 24.0 182.7 64.0
1
6.0
42.1
16.0 24.0 182.7 64.0
*Memory to store wavelet coefficients is excluded

LOSTLAKE (512x512) MAN (1024 x1024)
NLSK SPECK LSK NLSK SPECK LSK
24.0 14.3 64.0 96.0 51.6 256.0
24.0 23.6 64.0 96.0 113.8 256.0
24.0 42.4 64.0 96.0 197.7 256.0
24.0 70.7 64.0 96.0 274.7 256.0
24.0 100.4 64.0 96.0 359.2 256.0
24.0 100.4 64.0 96.0 510.7 256.0
24.0 123.0 64.0 96.0 551.1 256.0
24.0 153.1 64.0 96.0 569.8 256.0
24.0 188.1 64.0 96.0 676.8 256.0
24.0 216.8 64.0 96.0 815.1 256.0
24.0 216.8 64.0 96.0 968.8 256.0
in above results

BPP
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State Memory (KB)

State Memory (KB)
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LSK
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0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Bit per pixel
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1000
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Figure 6. State Memory Requirement of Various Test Images
Figure 6 shows the state memory required for the coding of images CAMERAMAN,
LENA, LOSTLAKE and MAN. From the figure it is evident that in terms of processing
memory, LSK outperforms SPECK coder for bit rates higher than 0.32 bit per pixel. While
proposed NLSK coder being memory efficient, outperforms SPECK and LSK coder for bit all
bit rates higher than 0.1 bit per pixel. For low resolution image CAMERAMAN, proposed
coder requires only 6 KB state memory, while LSK requires 16 KB memory. For high
resolution image MAN, the proposed coder requires 96 KB state memory while LSK requires
256 KB memory. Therefore proposed NLSK coder is more suitable for low memory
applications.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a novel implementation of listless SPECK using fixed size
markers array (0.75 bit per pixel) which is 9.38% of the memory required to store the image.
It is observed that proposed NLSK coder is low memory implementation of SPECK with
reduced computational complexity, while coding efficiency is at par with that of SPECK.
NLSK coder generates same size of bit stream as that of SPECK in a pass but in different
order. Bit ordering results in slightly lower coding gain during sorting pass, but at the end of
each bit plane coding gain is exactly identical. Proposed coder offers coding gain similar
(slightly higher) to LSK, but requires only 37.5% of the state memory required in LSK. Due
to low memory requirement and low computational complexity, the NLSK coder is suitable
for resource constrained applications such as portable camera, PDAs and wireless multimedia
sensor networks.
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